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Abstract 

This paper develops a stronger and safer cryptographic algorithm which would not only be secure, but also reduces total time 
taken in providing integrity of information. Hash functions were introduced in cryptology as a tool to protect the integrity of 
information. NAS has designed SHA hash functions which are the set of cryptographic hash function. There are so many SHA 
function existing in which SHA-1 produces message digest that is of 160 bits long. Later in SHA-1 has been identified security 
flaws, namely that a possible mathematical weakness might exist. This point out that stronger hash function would be 
desirable.SHA-1 and MD-5 is among the most commonly used hash function message digest algorithms. Scientists have found 
collision attacks on SHA-1, MD-5 hash functions so the natural response to overcome this threat was assessing the weak points 
of these protocols that actually depend on collision resistance for their security. So to increase the security, modified SHA-176 is 
introduced in this paper having a message digest of length 176 bits with larger bit difference. So the new solution will be no 
longer vulnerable to the collision attacks [2].  
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1. Introduction 

Cryptography is the study of mathematical techniques related to aspects of information security, such as 
confidentially or privacy, data integrity and entity authentication. Data Integrity [1] Ensuring that information has 
not been altered by unauthorized or unknown means. One must have the ability to detect data manipulation by 
unauthorized parties. Data manipulation includes such things as insertion, deletion, and substitution. The main goal 
of cryptography [8] is to make it possible for two people to exchange a message in such a way that other people 
cannot understand the message. There is no end to the number of ways this can be done, but here we will be 
concerned with methods of altering the text in such a way that the recipient can undo the alteration and discover the 
original text. Hash functions were introduced in cryptography to provide message integrity and authentication [4, 
5] .A function that compresses an input of arbitrary large length into a fixed small size hash code is known as hash 
function. The input to a hash function is called as a message or plain text and output is often referred to as message 
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digest, the hash value, hash code, hash result or simply hash. In hash function is defined as: A hash function H is a 
transformation that takes an input m and returns a fixed size string, which is called the hash value h (that is, h = H 
(m)). In this paper we propose a new hash function say SHA-176 that focus on the security enhancement of existing 
SHA-1. Certain modifications are proposed in the existing one, the message digest length has been increased by 
extra 16 bits. If the hash value is not same at receiving end then message has been considered unacceptable. Hence 
the proposed modifications are enhancing the security and robustness of the existing algorithm. Organization of the 
paper is as follow: section two is the proposed work, section three is the result analysis and finally section four is the 
conclusion and future enhancement. 

2. Comparative Study of Existing Hash Function (SHA-160 and SHA-192) 

2.1 SHA-160 Hash Function  

From an input message the SHA-1 produces a single output of 160-bit message digest (the output hash 
value). The input message is composed of multiple blocks. The input block, of 512 bits, is divided into 80 of 32-bit 
words, denoted as, one 32-bit word for each computational round of the existing SHA-1 algorithm1. Every round 
comprises various operation like additions and logical operations, and bitwise logical operations and bitwise 
rotations to the left. Total calculation of the algorithm depends on the round being executed, as well as the value of 
the constant. The SHA-1 80 iteration are splits into four groups of 20 iteration, each with different values for and the 
applied logical functions [6]. 

2.2 SHA-192 Hash Function 

SHA-192 [3] is the extension of the SHA-160 algorithm. In this algorithm chaining variable is increased by 
one more variable. Due to this change message digest generated is of 192 bits. The extended sixteen 32 bit into 
eighty 32 bit words are given as input to the round function and some changes has been done in shifting of bits in 
chaining variables[4].  

 

 

3. Development of Enhanced SHA-176 Algorithm 

The new dedicated hash function is algorithmically similar to SHA-1. Number of rounds in SHA-176 is 
same as that of SHA-1.Eleven chaining variable of 16 bits is used in proposed algorithm therefore message digest 
generated by the hash function is increased by 176 bits. The word size is reconstructed from 32 bits to 16 bits. The 
extended thirty two 16 bits into eighty 16 bits words are given as input to the round function. The SHA-176 
algorithm has eighty steps in all and in each step there is an elementary function which calculates a message digest 
every time and sends it to the next step.  There are significant changes in the elementary function of the secure hash 
algorithm and also give us a message digest of length 176 bits. In order to increase the security aspects of the 
algorithm the number of bits in  message digest should be increased .To achieve this first, number of bits generated 
by message digest is considerably increased, which makes SHA-176 more complex in breaking. The modified 
structure of SHA-176 algorithm is given in figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: Proposed SHA-176 Architecture 

3.1 Steps of Algorithm  

Step 1: Padding:  The first step in SHA-176 is to add padding bits to the original message. The aim of this step is to 
make the length of the original message equal to a value, which is 64 bits less than an exact multiple of 512. We pad 
message M with one bit equal to 1, followed by a variable number of zero bits. 

Step 2: Append length:  After padding bits are added, length of the original message is calculated and expressed as 
64 bit value and 64 bits are appended to the end of the resultant message of step 1. 

Step 3: Divide the input into 512 bit blocks: Divide the input message into blocks, each of length 512 bits, i.e. cut 
M into sequence of 512 bit blocks M1, M2…..MN.  Each of Mi parsed into thirty-two 16 bits words Mi

0, 
Mi1……...Mi

32 
 

Step 4: Initialize chaining variables the hash is 176 bits used to hold the intermediate and final results. Hash can 
be represented as eleven 16 bits word registers, A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K.. Initial values of these chaining variables 
are: 

A = 6745 

B = 2301 

C = EFCD 

D = AB89 

E = 98BA 
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F = DCFE 

G = 1032 

H = 5476 

I = C3D2 

J = E1F0 

K = 4038 

The compression function maps 176 bits value H=(A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K) and 512 bit block Mi  into 176 
bits value. The shifting of some of the chaining variables by 11 bits in each round will increase the randomness in 
bit change in the next successive routines. If the minimum distance of the similar words in the sequence is raised 
then the randomness will significantly raises. A different message expansion is employed in this hash function in 
such a way that the minimum distance between the similar words is greater compared with existing hash functions 

Step 5: Processing:  After pre-processing is completed each message block is processed in order using following 
steps: 

I) For i = 1 to N prepare the message schedule. 

M it , 0 ≤ t ≤ 31 

Wt = (Wt-6 Wt-16 Wt-14 Wt-32) << 1 

II) Initialize the eleven working variables A11, A12, B11,B12,C11,C12,D11,D12,E11,E12,F with (i-1)st hash value. 

III) For t = 0 to 79 

{ 

A11 = S2 (A11ΛA12); 

A12 = F; 

B11 = S2 (B11ΛB12); 

B12 =A11; 

C11 = S2 (C11ΛC12); 

C12 = S11 (F); 

D11 = S2 (D11ΛD12) 

D12 = E11ΛFunct (B11,C11,D11) ΛWtΛKt 

E11 = S2 (E11ΛE12) 

E12 = S8 (E11ΛFunct(B11,C11,D11) ΛWtΛKt) 

 F  = S2 (E11ΛFunct(B11,C11,D11) ΛWtΛKt) 
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} 

Where Kt is a constant defined by a Table 3.1, F1 is a bitwise Boolean function, for different rounds defined by, 

Funct (B11, C11, D11) = IF B11 THEN C11 ELSE D11 

Funct (B11, C11, D11) = B11 XOR C11 XOR D11 

Funct (B11, C11, D11) = MAJORITY (B11, C11, D11) 

Funct (B11, C11, D11) = B11 XOR C11 XOR D11 

Where the “IF….THEN……ELSE “function is defined by 

IF B11 THEN C11 ELSE D11 = (B11ΛC11) V ((¬B11) ΛD11) 

And “MAJORITY“ function is defined by 

MAJ (B11, C11, D11) = (B11ΛC11) V (C11ΛD11) V (D11ΛB11) 

Here, S2, S8 and S11 are left shift of 2 bit, 8 bit and 11 bit respectively 

IV)        H01
 (i) = A11 + H01

 (i-1) 

             H02
 (i) = A12 + H02

 (i-1) 

H11
 (i) = B11 + H11

 (i-1) 

H12
 (i) = B12 + H12

 (i-1) 

H21
 (i) = C11 + H21

 (i-1) 

H22
 (i) = C12 + H22

 (i-1) 

H31
 (i) = D11 + H31

 (i-1) 

H32
 (i) = D12 + H32

 (i-1) 

H41
 (i) = E11 + H41

 (i-1) 

H42
 (i) = E12 + H42

 (i-1) 

H51
 (i) = F    + H5

 (i-1)        

Table 3.1: Coefficients of each round 

Rounds Steps F1 Kt 

1 0-19 IF FA92 

2 20-39 XOR 6ED9 

3 40-59 MAJ 8F1B 
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4 60-79 XOR CA62 

 
 
4. Result Analysis 
 

This section is providing analysis of proposed algorithm on the basis of different parameters like number of 
round; block size, maximum message size and word size all are measurable in bits for SHA-176. And security and 
time efficiency for encryption/decryption algorithm, Dot Net implementation has used to test these algorithms. 

 
4.1 Result Analysis of SHA-176 
 

The hashing algorithms SHA-1, SHA-192 and Proposed SHA-176 were tested based on the security and 
time needed to generate message digests for the text data. Based on the simulation results, it was found that 
proposed SHA-176 needs more time to generate a message digest when compared with SHA-1 because the message 
digest generated by the proposed algorithm longer than the existing SHA-1. But as compare SHA-192 it’s taking 
less amount of time. We have an extra block of 16 bits in the primary function and so it produces message digest of 
length 176 bits. Hence the security of the existing algorithm gets improved. It time to break 176 bit message digest 
will be more when compared with the exiting SHA-160. When comparing the bit difference [7], it is found that the 
bit difference in SHA-176 is more than existing SHA-1 after changing the single word in the message. Table 4.1 is 
showing bits wise comparisons between existing SHA and Proposed SHA-176. Table 4.2 is showing execution time 
comparison between existing and proposed SHA. Table 4.3 showing the bit difference of proposed algorithm is 
more than existing. 

 
Table 4.1: Bits wise comparison between Existing SHA-160, SHA-192 and SHA-176 Algorithm 

 Algorithms Output size (bits) Rounds 

SHA-160 160 80 

SHA-176 176 80 

SHA-192 192 80 

 

Table 4.2: Timing Comparison between Existing SHA-160, SHA-192 and SHA-176 algorithms for a 15 KB 

file. 

Algorithms Hashing Timing Message digested 

SHA-160 0.640 

A5909C8B 4FD1A3A5 10265E5B D7F0156
   7587C047 

 

SHA-176 0.781 B860 5E94 EF2F 74AC D025 7712 A28C C9E1
 1B06 766D 3666 
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SHA-192 1.593 
BC231045 42BF0FCD E5C0F8E4 825F6F96

 89F2FAB6 316D1735 

 

 

Figure 4.1 shows the graphical representation of table 4.2, with execution time of existing SHA and 
Proposed SHA-176 algorithms. According to the graph, there is a tendency that execution time for Proposed SHA-
176 algorithm, increases with file size. But required time for the execution through Proposed SHA-176 is much 
smaller than execution time for compared SHA-192.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Execution time (in Second) comparison between SHA-160, SHA-192 with SHA-176 for a 15 KB file 
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Figure 4.2: Bit Difference Comparison between SHA-160, SHA-192 with SHA-176 on same file 

 

 

Table 4.3: Bit Difference Comparison between existing SHA-160, SHA-192 and SHA-176 algorithm after changing 

a single character 
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6. Conclusion and Future Work 
 

At the end we have come to the conclusion that the use of proposed system will increase the security, integrity of 
the message during the transmission of the message from sender to the receiver end. This proposed model also 
requires less security by the transmission system during it transmit. Strength of our “Proposed SHA-176” is very 
high compare to SHA-160 algorithm. If the security, efficiency are primary concern then one can use our proposed 
algorithm. From the above discussions we have concluded that the proposed SHA-176 algorithm has better 
efficiency in terms of execution time as compare to SHA-192 and security as compare to SHA-160.Some results 
obtained by the system can be found in Tables and figures. The results show that our proposed SHA-176 algorithm 
is faster than SHA-192 and more powerful than SHA 160.  
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